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Business software often fails to 

provide robust data analytics and 

report writing functionality but 

directs users towards third party 

reporting tools.   

ExpoCise provides this 

functionality; it has the ability to 

analyze, summarize, chart and 

report on any structured data. 

 

ExpoCise is not limited to a 

specific industry vertical . 
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Exporting Capabilities 

ExpoCise can export to Microsoft Excel, 

Adobe PDF, or Rich Text Formats.  

Software Requirements 

An instance of SQL Server 2012, any 

edition or an instance of SQL Server 

2008 R2, any edition. 

Minimum Hardware Requirements 

Windows 7 

100 MB Free space 

2 GB Ram 

.Net Framework 4.5 

Overview 

At Technology Solutions Associates, we 

strive for simple excellence in each piece 

of software we develop.  ExpoCise is no 

exception to that rule. 

ExpoCise is an incisive analytics tool that 

provides the user with the ability to 

summarize, analyze, chart and present 

data in ExpoCise Views, Pivot Views, 

Charts and Reports. 

 

Summarize with Views 

The data analytics portion of ExpoCise 

has the ability to filter, sort, and parse any 

structured data. 

The filter criteria within a view can be as 

simple or as complex as necessary to 

obtain the precise analysis you need.  

Microsoft® SQL views are the basis for 

the data source objects used at the core 

of all the reports, views, or charts and can 

be defined by any SQL developer familiar 

with database schema. 

 

 

  

 

Analyze & Chart with Pivot Views 

Pivot Views provide powerful analyzing 

capabilities utilizing column and row 

adjustments along with mathematical 

functionality. 

Chart & Report 

Once the data is viewed, it can be charted to 

provide a visual representation for trend 

analysis.  ExpoCise Reports provide the ability 

to print or email your data in an easy to 

modify, yet very presentable format. 
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